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Abstract.  
The Digital Governor System from Kongsberg Maritime (KM), has had an evolution period 

of 25 years. Technology has changed during this period and many new features have been 

incorporated. Consequently the product has increased in complexity over these years and the 

architecture was not explicit available. We decided to do reverse architecting to be able to 

decide what changes are needed to the architecture to support the next generation(s) of the 

product. This project was an opportunity to use the reverse architecting tool described in the 

System Engineering tool; “A3 Architecture Overviews”.  Reverse architecting aimed to 

recover knowledge that remained in the expert’s minds, in order to understand the system and 

its context. By doing so we were able to visually see where appropriate changes could be 

made. We learned that “A3 Architecting Overview” is more usable than traditional document, 

and easier to use as it only required a single sheet of paper.  

The “A3 architecture overview” is a single page overview of the system relating several 

System Modeling views: a functional model, some visual aids, a physical block diagram and a 

quantitative section.  This was important because it supported communication and gave focus 

during discussions. 

A3 Architecture Overview, a tool for effective 

communication in product evolution 
According to Daniel Borches [1] ”a good architecture 

overview should have at least three interconnected 

views: functional, physical, and quantification, 

optimally supported with additional information.” 

An “A3 Architecture Overview” (A3AO) is a single 

page overview of the system relating several 

System Modeling views: a functional model, some 

visual aids, a physical block diagram and a 

quantitative section. It supports communication and 

focuses discussion. 

To visualize the architecture overview, Daniel Borches chose a convenient representation for 

each architecture knowledge element that must be present in the architecture overview. 

Figure 1 - The three views 



To choose a convenient representation, the architecture knowledge elements will be 

visualized as: 

 Functionality, captured in the functional view of the architecture overview, will be 

visualized as a functional flow, as shown in the examples provided in Figure 6. 

 Architecture structure (components and interfaces), captured in the physical view of 

the architecture overview, will be visualized as a building block view, as shown in the 

examples provided in Figure 7. 

 Quantification, captured in the quantification view of the architecture overview, will 

be visualized either in textual form, or through tables as shown in Figure 8. Tables are 

a useful way to organize and communicate a complex set of ideas or data effectively. 

 Problem and solution and design decisions and rational, captured in the additional 

information view of the architecture overview, will be visualized by using both text 

and visual aids. 

 Important stakeholder’s concerns, captured in the additional information view of 

the architecture overview, will be visualized by using a visual representation, in which 

system concerns are represented, as shown in Figure 3. 

In the A3 Model, as shown in Figure 2 and 

Figure 3, views will be arranged left to 

right; from more stable to less stable over 

time. The functional view is more likely to 

remain unchanged over time, for that 

reason will be the backbone of the A3 

Model and the first view the reader 

should look at. Then, visual aids are 

placed next to the functional view to 

support understanding and creating the 

correct mental model. Then quantification 

and physical views which are more likely 

to change over time are provided. 

Annotations are placed in the available 

white space left in the A3 Model. 

In the A3 Summary, as shown in Figure 

3, the different sections are arranged in a 

way that supports the reader to obtain a 

coherent story. Sections are boxed in the 

A3 Summary to enable the reader to 

locate the information easily and to 

structure the text.  

As Daniel Borches [1] says; you may change the structure or the style without changing the 

tool. Every person has his own style of working and thinking, and the A3 Architecture 

Overview tool enables enough flexibility to allow people to tune the A3 Model to their 

preferred style. To incorporate flexibility in the tool design, the A3 Architecture Overview 

author can choose the company’s preferred style to represent views by using its own notation, 

preferred font, color coding and icons. What is important is the underlying philosophy.   

Figure 2 - A3AO front page layout, the A3 Model 

Figure 3 - A3AO back page layout, the A3 Summary 



 

Introduction to Kongsberg Maritime & Digital 

Governor System 
 

Merchant ships normally use two-stroke 

diesel engines for propulsion, ref. Figure 4.  

These engines are in the range of 20,000 to 

100,000 horse powers. For decades, 

Kongsberg Maritime has been one of the 

world leaders of remote control for these 

huge constructions.  The size can be 

compared by the size of a four floor 

building. Worth mentioning is the weight of 

2,300 tones [9]. The propulsion engine is 

remotely controlled from the ship’s bridge 

or engine control room by a system called 

Digital Governor System (DGS), ref. Figure 

5. This system reads current speed (RPM) 

and change the speed through the fuel 

pumps by an electric actuator. The force of 

the electric actuator can be compared with 

a car engine. The DGS is equipped with 

two independent engine speed (RPM) 

measurement systems, RPME1 and 

RPME2. These systems will at all time 

ensure reading of the engine speed sensors 

(RPM pickups). 

This project covers the analyses of the 

need for a new Digital Governor System 

within Kongsberg Maritime.  One of the 

interesting parts of this analysis was the variety of customers using this system; 

Diesel engine makers produce the engines on license from an engine design company; they 

have a need for an engine speed controller during the last stage of the building process, where 

they run the engine at a test-bed without the normal load condition. The shaft and the 

propeller are replaced by a water-brake system, for load tests. 

Shipyards install the engine within the body of the ship and couple it with a propeller shaft. 

Their need is an engine speed controller that is easy to setup during commissioning of the 

ship, and a speed controller that regulates the speed of the propulsion engine within specified 

limits. 

The ship owner’s crew is the end user, and their concern regarding the speed controller, is 

that it regulates the speed of the engine under all weather condition and operating condition 

over the whole lifetime of the ship.  

Figure 5 - The Digital Governor System 

Figure 4 - Two-stroke diesel engine for ship propulsion  



Problem statement 
The engine speed measurement (RPM) has become too costly to purchase and to install. In 

addition, the KM Quality Assurance system indicates that some failure reports from ships are 

related to installation issues for measuring speed. The Digital Governor Unit (DGU) uses this 

interface for the RPM regulating control loop, so it is a matter of necessity that this interface 

operates perfect.  The interface is based on a proprietary serial protocol on a physical RS485 

interface. When this interface is not installed and shielded properly regarding noise protection 

it may have devastating impact on regulating the speed of the diesel engine. 

The engine regulator algorithm has become rather complex after many years of adaption to 

different applications.  There are too many parameters to be adjusted during commissioning 

of the engine.  From our customer it is stated that when the regulator is properly adjusted then 

it is the best there is.  Their main problem is that they do not manage to do the adjustments 

themselves, specialists from Kongsberg Maritime must assist.  The impact of a poor adjusted 

engine regulator is too high emission of sulfur dioxide and a discontented customer. 

Improved interface to main engine speed measurement 

The product management has decided to apply for development of a new engine speed sensor 

system, including interface to the governor.  The engine speed sensors system is used for a 

variety of products, therefore analyzing the consequences for introducing different 

technologies was a complex process. 

Improved control algorithm with self tuning functionality 
The main challenge in improving the speed control algorithm was to understand all the 

application adaptations being done during many years of development and maintenance.  As a 

first step it was necessary to perform reverse architecting, to consolidate implicit architecture 

knowledge within the existing control algorithm.  It was necessary to interview the software 

developer and the product management team to understand all built in functionalities. All 

requirements related to this case were collected and “use case” scenario technique was 

initiated, to write the specifications, both the basic and alternative flow.  

A specialist within self tuning algorithms was consulted, to see if these concepts could 

respond to the requirement of managing engine commissioning without consulting specialist 

from Kongsberg Maritime.  

A3 Architecture Overview, as reverse architecting 

tool 
The DGS product has been on the market for decades, constantly upgraded, with new 

technology and extended with more functionality. These upgrades have also led to some 

minor deficiencies. Since the product has become more complex, it was necessary to 

document the architecture. The goal of this work was therefore to document the architecture 

of the DGS by using the A3 Architecture Overview tool.   

The DGS is originally built up from functional and configurable software and hardware 

modules, from the Kongsberg Maritime technology base, named C20.  All electronic 

controllers and input/output modules at KM have built in a subset of the technology base of 

pre-programmed function modules.  To activate the proper functionality, a configuration tool 

is used.  The output from the configuration tool is a database file, which can be deployed to 

the non-volatile memory of the controllers and input/output modules. To be able to get an 



overview, it was necessary to study the database of a typical DGS project.  Each and one of 

the software function modules (FM) are documented as logical components, very cryptically 

described, and require in-depth knowledge about the diesel engine process.  How the FM’-s 

are interconnected to achieve the system functionality required 

some hours of study.  The project department has a library of 

database files, each adapted to the different diesel engine 

configuration.  The requirements of a new project are compared 

with already delivered projects, and the project engineer find a 

database file with similar requirements / functions.  Engineers at the 

product management department, as well as development engineers 

were interviewed to find the functional flow of the DGS product.  

During the interviews it was also clear that in 80% of the deliveries, 

the DGS was integrated with the ship propulsion remote control 

system.  It was difficult to find the clean cut in the interface 

between those products.  When the functional flow was clear, the 

A3 Architecture Overview Cookbook from Daniel Borches [1] was 

introduced, to produce the first drafts of the Top Architecture 

Overview for the DGS. The mentioned study and interviews 

resulted in an overview of the functionality at a high level, 

including seven main functions, see Figure 6.  

The next step was to visualize the physical view; the hardware 

modules, the interfaces and the allocation of the functions, see 

Figure 7.  Important parts of the physical view were the interfaces, 

the communication link between the functions.  It is obvious that 

there is a RS485 serial line between some of the hardware modules 

in addition to dual CAN-lines.  The immediate question was 

“why?” The answer was that the RS485 serial line was introduced 

to meet some RPM sensor feedback time response requirements.  

With the knowledge from the service department, about some 

reported issues with this serial line, it was obvious that this was an 

Achilles' heel of the 

architecture. 

Some constraints are 

also visible in the 

physical overview, the 

interfaces between the 

RPME, RPM monitoring 

I/O and the external 

systems; Engine safety 

system, Engine RPM 

instruments and Remote 

Control System, 

indicating the 

dependencies between 

these systems. These 

dependencies are 

important for the 

developers who maintain 

the software for the RPME; any changes may have implications for other subsystems. 

Figure 6 - Functional 

Overview 

Figure 7 - Physical Overview / Function Allocation 



Having done functional view and physical view, the quantification view remained. To 

reconstruct the products key requirements was not a straight forward task. Figure 8 illustrates 

the result of this process. 

 

Figure 8 – Key driver graph DGS 

A separate part of the reverse architecting was related to start-up and commissioning of the 

system at engine builders and shipyards.  This work is outsourced to Kongsberg Maritime 

subsidiaries in South Korea and China. To have a clear view of this part, a questionnaire was 

sent to these offices. There was also a need to describe the flow of operations performed at 

those sites.  We got very good feedback and the information was analyzed and presented in a 

separate A3 Architecture Overview.  A consultant with speciality within tuning and control 

algorithm for regulating diesel engines assisted in this process of analyzing the workflow. 

A3 Architecture Overview, as development tool 
The motivation for doing the reverse architecting was to have a clear view of the existing 

design. This base was an absolute necessity when searching for various concepts for 

upgrading the DGS. The A3AO cookbook from Daniel Borches [1] advised using legends to 

describe symbols and colours used in the illustrations.  This became practical when 

illustrating new concepts within the existing DGS architecture.  Green colour is indicating 

existing and tested functions and physical modules, whilst the pink red colour is indicating a 



design only validated by consensus. As mentioned, the diesel engine speed measurement is 

related to some deficiencies and has a potential for cost savings.  

 

Figure 9 - A3 Architecture Overview DGS Upgrade 

Figure 9 illustrates an A3AO for one of the concepts for renewing the RPM measurement, one 

of many alternative concepts meeting the same requirements. In the illustrations, every item 

related to the change is marked with pink red colour, the functional flow, the key parameters 

and the new possible concept; RPM pickup single CAN. In the middle of the diagram, “the 

visual aids” is an illustration of the new RPM pickup sensor that should have attention by the 

reviewers. The members of the product management team liked very much the overview the 

diagram gave them, at the same time the details was rather visible, ref. Figure 16. Redundancy 

is a topic very often discussed, and in the physical view, the topology view, it is easy to see 

the implications any failure has to the system. Especially one requirement, related to 

redundancy, is discussed; “All units shall have dual CAN communication lines”. By 

discussing this topic, it is clear that this requirement actually is a requirement derived from 

the general redundancy requirement. All participants could agree that as long as there always 

are two RPM pickup sensors, each with single CAN interface, the redundancy requirement is 

met.  

Another requirement was also discussed, the “PID control algorithm” (R4 in Figure 6 and 7) 

has a time constraints for the update of RPM information. An A3AO was made for the next 

detail level where this topic got focus.  By doing decomposition to the next levels, it became 

clear that another sensor within KM, which is used for measuring the wear in the bearing of 

the diesel engine, could be a good base for this new sensor. By studying the technology for 

the bearing wear sensor, it was clear that 90% of this sensor can be reused in a new concept 

for reading engine revolutions; RPM pickup-singleCAN. 



There are many sub-systems that use the RPM information, which are less time critical. It was 

also clear at this level, that another constraint existed; these other consumers could not accept 

any change in the communication protocol.  

Case Overview 
 The project started as a feasibility study at KM, to see how the DGS product could evolve 

further to satisfy the customer needs even better.  The customers for the KM Product 

management Propulsion control are of dissimilar kinds; Engine license owners, Engine 

builders, shipyards and ship owners.  All customers are concerned about cost, not only 

purchasing cost but also installation and start-up cost. The product management therefore 

initiated this feasibility study as part of the KM phase-I, a phase prior to project definition 

(phase-II) and project development phase (phase-III) [7]/ [8].  When doing the feasibility study, 

it was important for the team to understand the roles of the different customers and 

classification societies, illustrated in Figure 10. The license owner for the diesel engine design 

must be in the loop and consulted whenever an installation change is requested. At minor 

changes, being informed is sufficient. At a total renewal of the product, a certificate of 

approval from the license owner is necessary. The Engine builders and shipyards must be 

informed early at any changes, due to their change of installation drawings. As always, 

whenever a product for the maritime market is changed, the classification societies (i.e. DNV) 

must produce a certificate of approval. The product management is responsible for type 

approval of the product line. The customer is obliged to purchase only type approved systems 

in their ship. 

The goals of product management, are both to find realistic concepts for renewing the product 

according to need of the customers to reduce installation cost, and to find ways of reducing 

the time for tuning the system. Most costs are spent in physical connections, so reducing 

wiring is an obvious cost reduction. The feasibility study is mainly divided into two parts; 

first to present the architecture of the existing product, next to propose concepts that could act 

as recommendation to the product development phase.  The A3 Architecture Overview was 

used as a tool for presenting the architecture and the concept proposals.  While doing the 

reverse architecture, lots of feedbacks were collected during presentations causing much 

iteration.  Finally, nobody had any comments to the finding of the architecture.  The focus in 

the presentations was about the functions overview and functional decomposition.  The view 

Figure 10 – KM Customer relations 



that the reviewers liked best was the physical overview with functional allocation, especially 

the numbering indicating the links within the views ref. Figure 16. Actually, people showed 

interest in the arrows of the interfaces between the blocks, one commented that the arrows 

should point both ways, since the data flows both ways.  This comment led to illustrating a 

decomposition of the communication interfaces as well as the main functions, therefore the 

“CANopen maritime”, “RS422 Serial comm.” and “RS485 Serial comm.” was added to the 

physical overview. The Quantification of Key parameters did not much attention in the 

beginning, may be due to overwhelming details.  Later when they got used to the views they 

actually liked the information overview presented by the Quantification view. Important 

feedback was initiated during the reviews, resulting in a specific constraint to one of the 

interfaces. The RS422 interface between the regulator and the actuator must not be changed 

when renewing the product. It was informed that that particular interface was not touched 

when the product was upgraded to new technology platform some years ago.  Today KM can 

actually offer retrofit kits for replacing old worn out actuators with new ones based on the 

latest technology. 

When presenting the architecture and the concept proposals for the product renewal, the 

reviewers were very active, proposing new concepts or changes to the presented concepts. 

This also caused much iteration with new illustrated concepts and some concepts were thrown 

out for good reasons. The reviewers liked the way of decomposition of one concept 

illustrating design that is more technical and at the same time keeping track of the overview. 

This was especially a success for the proposal of re-allocating the “RPM measuring” function, 

including CANopen interface into the sensor.  It was clear to everyone that this concept was 

built on an existing sensor, where 90 % of the architecture can be reused and at the same time 

reducing hardware cost with more than 50 %.  Adding to these savings, the potential savings 

for the customers, this concept gets high score competing with other concepts. Important at 

this stage was to come up with recommended concept solutions.  During phase III, the 

development phase, the different concepts will be investigated in-depth and assumptions will 

be confirmed. 

Method Evaluation 
As mentioned, reverse architecting of the existing product was a good starting point using the 

A3AO tool. The DGS product was an ideal case for presenting as functional flow seen from a 

user’s perspective. Microsoft Office Visio was used as a toolbox for working out the 

diagrams. When a presentation was made for the reviewers, this tool was even used online, 

making it possible to do corrections immediately on request 

from the audience. A full-blown A3 diagram was not used in 

the beginning, only focusing on the functional flow and 

decomposition, and then followed by the physical view 

including functional allocation. The Figure 11 illustrates this 

focus on functional and physical views; quantification view did 

not have any focus in the beginning. Doing reverse 

architecting, decomposition on physical view did not have any 

attention either at that early stage.  

When there was time to review the conceptual architecture of the DGS upgrade, still the 

Visio-drawings were used. This time an attempt was made to fill an A3 page according to the 

guidelines of A3 Architecture Overview. The Figure 9 illustrates this example. Even this time 

paper copy was not used, only presented electronically. At this stage, it was much more 

Figure 11 – Focus on Functional & physical view 



convenient to focus in the physical view when illustrating the different concepts for the DGS 

upgrade.  

At this high level, everyone could easily have an overview of the product’s functionality from 

a user’s perspective. What were missing is the service functionality; how to do fault finding 

and how to commission the system. Since commissioning and tuning the system is an issue 

these functions were also documented, using A3AO’s. Since so much effort was put into the 

questionnaire that was sent to the KM subsidiary offices, there obviously was a need to 

describe the flow of operations performed at those sites. 

When presenting the physical view in the beginning, the RPM 

measurement unit did not indicate the real redundancy level.  One of 

the developers mentioned that the dual RPM measurement was a 

critical part of the product and should be illustrated even at high 

architecture level. A solution to this could have been to show this at 

decomposition level, but it was decided to lift these levels of details to 

the overview level, ref. Figure 12. The physical view revealed 

proprietary serial communication interface between the units, which 

needed further decomposition so 

that the reviewers could 

understand.  The one question 

that arose was why this solution? 

Which requirement is the source 

to such architecture?  These 

questions triggered the search for 

a quantification view, ref. Figure 

13, mapping the functional and physical view to 

requirements. It was obvious to everyone that building 

up a set of key parameters and requirements was a 

necessity when moving to the next stage; renewing the 

DGS product. One observation found during reverse architecting was the importance of 

finding the relevant requirements for the product. These requirements are the best platform for 

generating quantification view for DGS upgrade.  When discussing new concept, very often 

the discussion was about requirements. Often we discussed so called derived requirements; 

i.e. redundant CAN lines, when the original requirement comes from the classification society 

(i.e. DNV) which says “the system shall withstand a single failure”.  When we had a look into 

the different new concepts for RPM measurements, we reconstructed the requirements, 

because the System Requirement Document did not exist for the original DGS product. In 

particular we had focus on the requirements related to RPM measurement. The RPM 

measurements are used for real time control, in addition to ordinary remote control and 

monitoring. Since the A3AO tool highlight the quantification view we were kind of guided to 

quantify the sampling time, latency time and maximum jitter time for the RPM feedback used 

for PID-controller algorithm ( R4 ). When we looked at the topology view, it was obvious that 

these requirements was related 

to the CAN bus and the 

CANopen protocol. The answer 

to the capability to meet these 

requirements is within these domains, ref. Figure 14.  This was an example of the guiding we 

got for free by following the A3 Architecture Overview cookbook from Daniel Borches [1]. 

Not only is the A3AO a good tool for communicating system/product architecture, it helps 

you to be a good architect and think “systems engineering” wise. 

Figure 13 – Focus on Quantification view 

Figure 12– 

Additional  Serial 

comm interface 

Figure 14 - RPM interface for PID controller 



According to Daniel Borches [1], the idea behind the A3 Architecture Overview is using A3 

sheet size paper.  By limiting the amount of information provided, one provides the A3 size 

display knowledge that fits well within the average human field of view. One can understand 

that it is wise to bring a piece of paper to a review-meeting, enabling the possibility to make 

own comments, but the presentation and communication must be by use of electronic tools.   

Future research is needed to validate if electronic tools totally can replace the need for the 

paper form. Due to the highly use of electronic tools today, 

very few communicate over a piece of paper. Using electronic 

tools during review enables also immediate corrections or 

scribbling new alternative concepts, based on an existing one. 

Ideas can very fast be explored and visualized. One can 

understand that Toyota had success with the “Toyota A3 

reports” in last century, at a time when electronic tools were 

less powerful. 

A3AO supports the creativity of architects, and among the 

other stakeholders, especially engineers in the product 

management. Generally, they are skeptical for introducing 

changes for the customers, especially changes that may affect 

more than one system. When we discussed the concept for 

allocating the RPM measurement into the RPM pickup, one of 

the engineers proposed an intermediate step for introducing the concept to the market. The 

proposal included doubling the amount of RPM pickup units in the first stage by separating 

the CAN bus for the two systems; RPM regulating and the remote control system. The A3AO 

physical overview including functional allocation was presented for this concept. It was clear 

to every reviewer that introducing the interface change to only one system at a time could be a 

sensible thing to do. The red dotted line in the Figure 15 illustrates the separation between the 

existing interfaces in the system and the new RPM measurements.  

Using the A3 Architecture Overview at an initial stage, a feasibility study, gave the team a 

possibility to add a “Concept of Operations” (ConOps) [4] chapter in the Kongsberg Maritime 

Phase-I document [7], [8], the ConOps-story could be analyzed; constructing a case and do 

functional view.  A priori solution know-how could be obtained by having a short look to the 

conceptual design phase, trying to find answers to the question; “What is difficult in the 

realization”? Important at this stage was also to construct a key driver graph, to ensure that the 

final product requirements are related to the market need. We also tried to check the virtual 

design/case towards the requirements and repeated until proper correlation between 

requirements and design were found, according to the phrase “Exploration by rapid iteration” 

[2].  As mentioned in the Case Overview chapter, product approvals from the classification 

societies are important. Even though this approval work is done during phase-III, the class 

societies prefer to be informed at an early stage about any product development.  During the 

product approval phase, they try to analyze and understand the architectural design of the 

product to see if it meets the class rules and requirements. The team concluded that the A3 

Architecture Overview diagrams describing the physical overview including functional 

allocation would be perfect as an information base to the class societies. The views very well 

illustrates the implications when a single failure is introduced in the system.  

Having applied the A3 Architecting Overview for a couple of months, it was time to evaluate 

the usefulness of the elements in the views. The team of seven got a questionnaire to fill in 

how they rated the usefulness of the tool.  As shown in Figure 16, most of the users found the 

elements in the view useful or very useful. On the other hand, they had no opinion about the 

Figure 15 - Illustrating 

systems separation 



A3 Summary. This makes sense, as the project is in the initial stage and focus was not on the 

textual part. The team liked even the Quantification view, in contrary to the survey 

documented by Daniel Borches [1]. The reason for this may be the usage of key driver graph in 

this view.  To sum up, the team found the A3 Architecture Overview mostly useful or even 

very useful. 

 

Figure 16 - Evaluation of A3 Architecture Overview Elements 

Future A3 Architecture Overview usages 

At our product renewal phase-I, only the A3 Architecture Overview front page, the A3 Model, 

was used with success.  We plan   to continue pursue this tool and these diagrams into phase-

II and phase-III of the development process [7], [8], including more decomposition. The back 

page including the A3 Summary will be used, trying to replace the traditional System Design 

Specification document. 

Conclusion 
It is stated that the A3 Architecture Overview is meant to share architecture knowledge. That 

is a statement which is confirmed during architecting work of the Digital Governor System at 

Kongsberg Maritime. Feedback from the stakeholders during the reviews confirmed this 

statement. The explicit diagrams presented in the reviews did facilitate discussions, and 

presenting only one topic at a time gave focus. The advantage of the presentation tool is that 

several diagrams could be shown at the same time; functional flow, physical view and 

quantification of key parameters. Since these diagrams are different views on the same topic 

and are related to each other, the stakeholders got a good overview and at the same time focus 

on the details. Within Kongsberg Maritime, developments are based on existing products, 

which need to be upgraded to some extent, to meet the need from a demanding customer. The 

architecture of the existing products is documented as textual documents and seldom up-to-

date. Reverse architecting by use of A3 Architecture Overview gave a good overview of the 

product and kind of forced you to find the original key parameters and requirements. The 

result of the reverse architecting was a very good platform for presenting the conceptual ideas 

for the product upgrade.  The color coding, in the diagrams facilitated the presentation of new 

design elements.  



By doing a thorough study and research at the primary phase, the feasibility study, the quality 

of the requirements for the product development can be extensively improved, and by these 

the quality of the development works also to improve. Not only is the A3 Architecture 

Overview a good tool for communicating system/product architecture, it helps you even to be 

a good architect and think “system engineering” wise. 
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